This paper describes a method to enhance the disparity compensation in 3D-stereo image and video compression algorithms. Disparity compensation is usually performed using a block matching technique between both views, disregarding the various levels of disparity present for objects at different depths in the scene. An alternative coding scheme is proposed, taking advantage of the cameras setup information and the object's depth in the scene, to compensate more complex spatial distortions introduced by the use of convergent cameras.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a growing interest of the consumer market in 3D video services and applications, spanning from broadcasting, internet and gaming, enhancing the user experience towards immersive and more natural viewing environments. This interest was followed by a standardization effort, allowing the development of several techniques to further improve the compression performance of the existing encoders. State-of-the-art video coding standards, like H.264/AVC [1] and the most recent H.265/HEVC [2] , are being extended to support multiview and video-plus-depth formats.
Among the various techniques developed to exploit the redundancy between adjacent pictures, motion estimation plays an essential role, by eliminating the temporal redundancy. In multiview video formats there is an additional source of redundancy between views of a sequence. In order to eliminate the redundant information among views, captured by different cameras, disparity compensation can be used.
Current video standards use an algorithm similar to the motion estimation Block Matching Algorithm (BMA) to perform the block matching between a pair of images, and use a vector to represent either motion or disparity. However, this algorithm assumes that all pixels pixels in a block have the same motion/disparity, and are accurately described by a translation.
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In most disparity compensation scenarios these restrictions do not apply, particularly for convergent camera setups. In such cases, the use of more flexible disparity compensation schemes, using a higher degree of freedom (DOF) operation, may result in performance gains. This can be obtained through the use of geometric transformations (GT) where, depending on the available DOF, it is possible to describe not only translations, but also rotations, scaling and shear. In order to achieve a higher accuracy for motion/disparity compensation, a compression scheme using block matching based on GT requires more information to describe the transformation associated with each block. When the block size is reduced, the amount of data, per pixel, required to represent the block transformations increases significantley. However, the newest video coding standard HEVC supports larger block sizes, up to 64 × 64 pixels. Therefore, compensating the disparity of larger blocks with a more accurate block matching algorithm may overcome the necessary extra amount of bits in terms of RDO (Rate-Distortion Optimization).
In previous research, Narroschke et al. [3] demonstrated that when inserting a motion compensated prediction based on an Affine model (6 DOF) the coding efficiency is improved. It was also shown that the compression ratio increases for larger block sizes. Glantz et al. [4] presented a different approach; instead of using a block-based scheme, a new reference frame is generated using homography (8 DOF) . The new reference frame is used to predict the global motion of the sequence. The correspondence between both frames is obtained using a set of image features, that are used to determine the parameters of the GT associated to the new reference frame. Springer et al. [5] used a similar method to compress navigation sequences. However, instead of using a feature-based approach, the motion vectors chosen by HEVC are used to estimate the GT parameters. Also, Souza et al. [6] modified the H.264/AVC encoder to use N additional reference frames by means of GT, for motion compensation. A GT is estimated for each block generated by the original H.264/AVC encoder. A set of the best GTs are chosen to generate N new reference frames. The GT parameters for each frame, described by four vectors, one for each corner, are encoded with CABAC.
In this paper, an ongoing study on a disparity compensation scheme based on GT is presented. Each scene is divided into depth planes, corresponding to objects with different disparities. This depth segmentation considers the amount of pixels present at each depth level. Based on the region average depth and the cameras setup, each plane is projected onto the adjacent view to generate a new reference frame. These GT reference images, represented by its own GT parameters, are used in an HEVC-encoding scheme to compress a pair of images and multiview video sequences.
The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the determination of each GT reference frame based on depth. In Section III the proposed scheme is explained in detail. Section IV presents some experimental results, and Section V closes this paper, with some conclusions and future work.
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GEOMETRIC TRANSFORM BASED ON DEPTH
Geometric transformation is an operation that redefines the spatial relationship between points in an image. The process of mapping one coordinate system onto another is the basis of GT. Considering a pair of images, each one characterized by a coordinate system, a mapping function can be found to establish a spatial relation between both images: 
Since an image is only defined by two dimensions, the simpler case of h = 1 is considered. The image is, therefore, represented by a projection on the plane h = 1. The spatial relationship can be defined by a 3×3 matrix H1:
where:
The matrix H1 is usually divided into four sub matrices:
where,
Matrix H2 contains the parameters responsible for linear transformations like scale, reflection and rotation. P holds the parameters for projection transformations, and T is used to perform translations on x and y axis. The last parameter h33 is a scale factor, which is usually equal to 1, for the sake of simplification.
Affine and homography transform
In the previous section two types of transforms were mentioned, affine and homography. Affine transforms (AF) allow only 6 DOF, by restricting part of the H1 matrix:
By using 6 DOF, AF transforms a triangle into another triangle. However, it is not possible that parallel lines become convergent, e.g. transforming a square into another quadrilateral, the opposing lines remain parallel. This makes it less likely to successfully match images acquired from two cameras in a convergent camera setup. Solving the equation for both x and y, the mapping functions in both axis are:
The projective or homography transform uses all parameters in (4), achieving 8 DOF, which enables a quadrilateral to be transformed into another quadrilateral. This type of transform is particularly suitable, since most algorithms subdivide input images into 
where [u, v] and [x, y] correspond to two pixels in different images. Since images use a discrete grid, pixel interpolation is required to approximate the value of the transformed sample.
Camera parameters and depth map
The disparity between the corresponding pixels in two images, that belong to different views, depends on the camera setup, and may be related by using the setup parameters. There are two main types of camera setups, parallel ( Figure 1a ) and convergent (Figure 1b) . The camera parameters of a parallel setup are defined in one dimension only, all cameras have the same orientation only differing in position on one axis. In the case of convergent camera setups, the cameras position is defined in two dimensions and each camera has a different orientation.
Camera parameters are used to map world coordinates (3D) onto pixel coordinates (2D grid). There are two types of camera parameters: extrinsic and intrinsic. Extrinsic camera parameters describe the position and orientation of the camera, relative to the world. Thus, the world coordinates [xw, yw, zw] can be mapped onto camera coordinates [xc, yc, zc], using the same principle as in homogeneous coordinates, by a 4 × 4 matrix:
The orientation and position of the camera relative to the world is described in (10) by R (3×3 matrix) and T (3×1 matrix), respectively. Parallel camera setups usually present the same orientation as world coordinates in order to simplify the calculations, in this case R = I3. In order to convert 3D camera coordinates to a 2D grid of pixels, another transformation is performed using the intrinsic camera parameters:
The matrix on (11) is also known as calibration matrix. The values of αx and αy represent the focal length in terms of pixels. As pixels are not always perfectly square, the s factor is used to shear the pixels to a square format. The principal point of the camera, ideally in the middle of the plane, is given by px and py. At this point, the relation between world coordinates [xw, yw, zw] Camera parameters allow the projection of a view onto another view, thus allowing to predict on view from the other. This would be the case when both cameras are capturing a plane surface. Nevertheless, in general, several objects exist in a scene at different levels of depth. Therefore, each scene may be decomposed into a set of planes, parallel to the camera, that may be used to compensate the disparity between both views, thus reducing the prediction residue.
PROPOSED SCHEME
The proposed scheme aims to compensate disparity between a pair of images captured from two different cameras. Both camera positions and orientations are known, through the camera parameters, as well as the depth map of the reference view (e.g. left view). The depth map may be available (e.g. by using a depth sensor), or calculated from both image views.
With information from both cameras and the left depth map, the left view is projected onto the right view. At this stage, the VSRS [7] software is used to perform this projection. The process is done for N chosen depth planes, therefore generating N estimations of the auxiliary view (e.g.right view). The advantage the proposed scheme is that no set of parameters is necessary to define the GT, other than the camera parameters and the depth level, commonly with a dynamic range of 256 values.
Two methods were tested for the depth planes selection: uniformly distribution (Uniform) and K-Means. The Uniform method divides the depth map range in an uniformly spaced range, and only the number of levels must be transmitted to the decoder. For example, if N = 4 depth values are 32, 96, 160 and 224. With the same objective, any other fixed level representation may be used for a known non-uniform representation. If each level must be explicitly transmitted, the K-Means method [8] is used and the depth map is classified into N clusters. The result of this method are N centroids, representing the depth levels. In this case, since the resulting depth planes depend on the input depth map, 8 bits per plane need to be explicitly transmitted.
Integration on MV-HEVC
The integration of the proposed scheme in the reference software MV-HEVC (HTM-10.0) was done through the addition of N new reference frames to the decoded picture buffer. The encoding process remains the same for the reference view. The inter-view prediction structure is modified, as is shown in Figure 2 .
The first frame of View 0 is encoded as an I frame, since it is the first frame of the GOP. Before encoding the first frame of View 1, the previous encoded frame is decoded and reconstructed, in order to be used for inter-view prediction. After reconstructing the previously encoded frame, N depth planes are selected from the depth map of view 0 and N estimations of view 1 are generated through GT. These N new reference picture frames are added to the decoded picture buffer. When the K-Means method is used to select the depth planes, the camera's parameters and the indexes of the N selected depth planes need to be transmitted as side information. When the Uniform method is used, only the camera parameters and the number of GT reference frames (N) are transmitted. In the case of encoding video, the following frames use the same rules for the encoding and decoding process. The encoder decides, through RDO, which picture to choose as a reference for every prediction unit of the image.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the proposed scheme is evaluated for coding stereo images and video. Encoding a stereo pair of images provides a adequate scenario to compare the usage of the original inter-view reference picture and the added GT compensated pictures, as no temporal references exist in this case. In this experimental assessment, the first image pair of both cameras, from the sequences Ballet (cameras 2 and 0), Breakdancers (cameras 2 and 0) and Kendo (cameras 1 and 3), were used as representative of both types of camera setups. The Ballet and Breakdancers sequences were acquired with a convergent array of cameras and the Kendo sequence with a parallel one. The MV-HEVC reference software HTM-10.0 has been used as a benchmark. All configurations are default for a two view scheme. Four RD points are tested corresponding to QP = 23, 28, 33, 38 for the I frame. In order to assess the RD performance of the proposed method, the Bjontegaard Delta (BD) metrics [9] are used. For all results the proposed method, using the Uniform or K-Means plane selection and the number of GT frames used for reference, is compared against the MV-HEVC encoder. Table 1 shows the experimental results for coding the three stereo pairs, using 1 or 3 GT reference frames. The PSNR gains and bitrate savings correspond only to the auxiliary view (right view), since the reference view coding process is not modified. In terms of side information bits considered for the K-Means case, where specific depth planes are selected, an overhead of 8 bits per GT compensated image was used. Moreover, the bits necessary for the camera parameters were considered irrelevant, as they remain valid for the complete video sequence. Table 2 shows information about the percentage of pixels of the auxiliary view using inter-view prediction (IP). The percentage value for pixels using each one of the added image GT references is shown, as well as the percentage of pixels using the main view (NonGT) as a reference.
Sequences acquired with convergent camera setups usually present lower compression efficiency due the poor inter-view prediction. The statistical information provided in Table 2 shows that in Kendo, more than 60% of the pixels are encoded using interview prediction, while the convergent camera sequences achieve a maximum usage of inter-view prediction for 17% of the pixels. Therefore, the increase of the compression gains for this type of sequences were expected, and can be observed for all performed compression tests of Ballet sequence. Table 1 shows that the use of a uniform distribution for the relevant depth levels provides better results than the use of the KMeans method. This is a result of the overhead penalty introduced by the transmission of the depth values, which is required in the K-Means case. The results for the convergent images show performance gains of up to 3.84% of the bit rate. In a parallel camera setup scenario this scheme improves the efficiency of the coding process for the Kendo image pair, achieving a bitrate saving between -2.00% and -3.12%. Nevertheless, the overall results show the potential of the proposed disparity compensation method.
Taking this in consideration, the proposed scheme was also tested for stereo video encoding. All considerations that were made for an image pair are also valid for video. The same sequences were used, but 24 images of each view were encoded. Table 3 shows the experimental results when 1 or 3 GT compensated reference pictures were used.
In the case of video sequences, each auxiliary view frame can use temporal references, besides the inter-view references. The well known relevance of the temporal references limits the performance gains for the video case, which are inferior to the gains observed when encoding a stereo image pair. Nevertheless, one may observe bitrate savings in most cases. Table 4 represents the percentage of pixels encoded with inter prediction (IP), as well as the partial values of the pixels compensated with each of the available references. In the case of video coding, it is possible to notice a large increase of the relevance of IP, when compared with the stereo image pairs. Table 4 shows, once again, the relevance of the temporal references (Temp Ref) which explains, once more, the reduction of pixels encoded with GT compensated frames. For both image and video, the used reference pictures are fixed, both in terms of the number, as well as their order in the reference list. This may have a negative impact on the coding efficiency, since an RDO-based choice of the number and order of reference frames would likely improve the results, by reducing unnecessary overheads.
CONCLUSIONS
A disparity compensation scheme for stereo image and video, that uses geometric transformations is proposed. The new reference frames are generated by a set of geometric transformations, based on several depth planes of a 3D scene. The proposed method is more advantageous for convergent camera array systems, as it is capable of compensating more complex projections, other than just translations, like the state-of-the-art MV-HEVC. Experimental results show the potential of this framework, that is able to achieve bitrate savings of up to 4.87% and 2.87% for image and video, respectively.
Future work will consider a dynamic selection of the number of reference frames geometrically transformed, and the placing order of the pictures stored in the decoded picture buffer.
